Success Story

// TRIGEMA
SUSTAINABLE TEXTILES MADE IN GERMANY
TRIGEMA Inh. W. Grupp e.K., based in Burladingen, Swabia, has been producing textiles since 1919. At TRIGEMA, Germany is not just a manufacturing location, but a statement: from the yarn to the ready-to-ship product, the company realizes all production stages in-house. In times of cheap clothing from the Far East, the
company can look back on over 100 years of history with social and economic responsibility.

				

„Not power, market share and size should be the
determining factors for our actions, but solidarity, responsibility for fellow human beings, justice and consistency,“
Wolfgang Grupp, Sole Owner and Managing
Director TRIGEMA Inh. W. Grupp e.K.

// AS A GUEST IN THE HOUSE TRIGEMA: EVERYONE IS WELCOME
Whether club outings, school classes, fashion schools or groups of senior citizens: the range of guests in the
production is as diverse as the product range. About 250 times a year, the factory tour „Transparent Manufactory: From Yarn to Finished Textile“ offers behind-the-scenes insights for up to 120 visitors in two groups. In
order to be able to accompany this large number of visitors at the same time in a modern and technically optimal way, a new guided tour system from BMS Audio was purchased in 2019. Steffen Welsch, assistant to the
production management, „can conduct two to three guided tours without reloading“ and also compliments the
large range of the TOM-Audio TG-200 „when the group spreads out“. The guide is also taken with the „absolute
ease of handling, where participants can‘t adjust anything.“

// SOLIDARITY, JUSTICE AND CONSISTENCY SINCE OVER 100 YEARS
The success story with today over 40 own test stores in Germany TRIGEMA began with 25 coworkers and could
increase the workforce after only five years on 150 workers and seamstresses. In the 60s, a total of ten stores
already belonged to the company. In the 70s the company expanded the production to leisure wear - with great success: Since 1975 TRIGEMA is Germany‘s largest manufacturer of sports and leisure wear!
The company has always focused on the environmentally friendly production of textiles. In cooperation with
the environmental institute EPEA, the company developed the world‘s first compostable T-shirt in 2006, according to the cradle-to-cradle principle. Since then, under the name TRIGEMA Change, the sustainable fashion
line made of 100% organic cotton and without pollutants, as 100% compostable, has been produced and
expanded. As a family business TRIGEMA stands for sustainable ecologically correct textile production made in
Germany with a very high quality standard.
We are very happy to support TRIGEMA with our TOM-Audio TG-200 and wish many successful tours „from
yarn to finished textile“ in Burladingen.
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